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CLASS : III          SUBJECT  :  E.V.S  
 

SECTION- A 
I. Choose the correct option :  

1. My mother cooks food in 
  a) bedroom              b) kitchen     c)    living room 

2. This animal  crawls on the ground. 
  a) crocodile              b)          rabbit              c)    housefly  

3. It is a home for the horse.  
  a) den    b) stable     c)   coop 

4. Most leaves are ------- in colour.  
  a) green    b) white     c)   blue 

5. It grows in warm places. 
  a) lotus    b) pine    c)   coconut 

6. The bird which cannot fly.  
  a) sparrow               b)       penguin          c) parrot             

7. Which one is a pet animal. 
  a) ant                         b) lizard    c)    cat 

8. This animal runs very fast. 
  a) cheetah    b) deer    c)  giraffe 

9. It is a big animal.  
  a) monkey   b) rat           c)  zebra              

10. During festivals we decorate our home with it.  
  a) cobwebs   b) plants   c)   rangoli 

11. A lion lives in a  
  a) den                b) shed   c)  stable 

12. Rose and cotton plant are 
  a) trees                          b) herbs    c)   shrubs 

13. A good home makes our life comfortable and 
  a) healthy   b) unpleasant  c)   tiring 

14. Horse and Zebra are  
  a) good runners  b) slow runners  c)  both 

15. It has neither legs nor wings.  
  a) fish                         b) turtle      c)  lizards 
 
 
 

 



 
 

II. Give one word answer for the following questions.  
16.      It teaches us to love our family members.  
17.      It makes our life comfortable.  
18.      An animal that spreads diseases.  
19.      An object used to clean our home.  
20.      An animal that lives in water.  
21.      It lives both on land and in water.  
22.      A very big animal. 
23.      An animal that uses its hind limbs for walking. 
24.      It is a very small animal.  
25.     Tall and strong plants . 
26.     Plants smaller than shrubs.  
27.     Animal that has legs but crawls on the ground. 
28.     Animal that lives in a burrow . 
29.     The plant that grows in water. 
30.     It is a shrub. 

 
SECTION- B 

III. Answer the following questions briefly :- 
1. Name the home we make for a)dog b) horse.  
2. Name any two rooms of a home.  
3. Name any two herbs.  
4. How does fish swim?  
5. Where does giraffe live ?  
6. Why should we grow trees around our home? 

            7. How does turtle swim? 
SECTION- C 

IV.  Answer the following questions in 20-30 words.   
1. Why leaves are called kitchen of the plant? 
2. Name three animals that are good runners.  
3. Why should we have wire-netting on windows and doors ?  

                                                                                                                             
4. Write few lines on pet animals.  
5. How do wasps and butterflies fly?  
6. Where does cactus plant grow? 

 
SECTION- D 

V. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words.  
 1. Why do animals move from one place to another?  
 2. Write a short note on leaves ?  
 3. Why should we allow sunlight to come in our home?  
 4. Write four qualities of a good home.  
 


